
Ipe Woods, the Eco-friendlier Alternative, Opens
Direct to Consumer Sales

Ipe Woods, Inc Locations

Ipe Woods, Inc, the #1 online Ipe decking
distributor, is announcing the opening of
their direct to consumer retail website.

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, June 21,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Ipe Woods,
Inc, the #1 online Ipe decking distributor,
is announcing the opening of their direct
to consumer retail website. The company
has opened a direct to consumer
channel in an effort to provide public
access to more affordable Ipe wood.
These woods are available in eased-
edge, tongue & groove, pregrooved and
shiplap. This will provide a better alternative decking than Trex and other synthetics at a lower price,
while protecting the environment.

The CMO of Ipe Woods, Inc Bill Johnson came out with a statement today, “We are excited to be able

Currently we are seeing a
trend of deck builders that are
recommending synthetic
boards to customers because
it is more profitable and
easier to install.”

Bill Johnson

and offer consumers a fast and easy way to purchase Ipe
online. Previously the industry was filled with very few good
options for Ipe wood decking. Now the game has changed
and the real winners are the public, and the environment.”

Ipe is widely known as a better material for decking than any
synthetic woods. Ipe is harder, heavier, stronger and stiffer
than any synthetic products. It also has a better fire rating, life
span and resistance to mold. Bill Johnson of Ipe Woods, Inc
went on to say “Currently we are seeing a trend of deck
builders that are recommending synthetic boards to

customers because it is more profitable and easier to install. But really you should be working with the
material that will make the best deck for your lifetime and not the one that is convenient and cheap.”

You can visit Ipe Woods, Inc online at ipewoods.com There you will find a wide variety of Ipe deck and
Ipe deck related accessories. In keeping with the mission statement of Ipe Woods, Inc they will give
you a solid quote within 24 hours of contact for your order. With over 200 locations to pick up your
wood from in the United States it’s hard to find faster or cheaper shipping.

“Ipe Woods puts our customers first, period. We understand the dream of a beautiful deck and home
is important. We know that we sell the highest quality of the best wood Mother Nature makes. People
that buy Ipe wood decking are looking for the best. We will not fail our customers, we look forward to
reaching their expectations and even exceeding them on this important purchase.” said Bill Johnson
of Ipe Woods, Inc.
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